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ABSTRACT

With this project, I wish to question the processes of designing for normative, active bodies and create 

opportunities for more inclusive and democratic sports. It aims to render and re-engineer sports 

equipment as we know them.   

!e design thesis has been developed based on research and experiences of exclusion regarding 

accessible equipment for Parasports. From a norm-critical standpoint, my collaborator Ebba and I have 

therefore developed a new Paralympic seat and back support for the sport of rowing. As a norm-creative 

innovation, its design addresses the particularities of the individual body and its specific needs.  

!e project investigates the combination of co-creation, cra" and norm-creative methods as a 

pragmatic and alternative approach to sports equipment. By 3D scanning Ebba’s body, digital and 

physical iterations were in combination with manual cra"s, principles of the making. !e result shows 

great potential as the equipment are fully functional, it consists of a sandwich construction with a 

(Nomex) core and layers of high modulus carbon fibre. !e back support is adjustable in four axis points.  

I state that if we want to engage in sustainable sports equipment, the notions of co-creation, norm-

criticality and cra"s have good potential in formulating inclusive and accessible outcomes that are both 

desirable, valuable and satisfying for people with disobedient bodies. 
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INTRODUCTION

THE (UN)MAKING OF SPORTS EQUIPMENT 

Our bodies could be seen as vessels from which the world unfolds. However, it is the 

particularities of our bodies that dictate what we eventually experience. It affects what we 

can reach, which rooms we may enter and activities we are able to perform.  

In the realm of sports, there is an underlying assumption that all bodies are mainly the same, 

it is taken for granted that all sports equipment are bodily accessible to everyone. !is 

understanding limits people and is partly governed by our consumerism since the industry of 

sporting goods and its mass production of equipment drives the market segments. It tends to 

not correspond to diversity. What it lacks is designs for individuals on an individual 

perspective.  

A contrary to mass production can be seen within cra" or cra" practices. By exploring cra" as 

a pragmatic approach to sports equipment, diversity can rather than being overlooked 

instead become centralised. !is alternative approach would address the particularities of our 

bodies and its specific needs. My conviction and contention is that part of the future of 

innovation is rooted in digital fabrication tools while coexisting with manual cra"s, rather 

than in our consumption, as cra"s are deeply embedded throughout human history and 

cultural practices. As we increasingly are coexisting with technology, digital fabrication tools 

could with respect to praxis merge with manual cra"s to create opportunities to render and 

re-engineer sports equipment as we know them. All of which is more concerned with our 

particular bodies and our specific needs. 

!is project takes a norm critical standpoint to explore norm-creative methods to both 

develop and gain access to sports equipment. With Ebba (seen in figure 1) being a 

professional athlete and the main collaborator, the project embarks to co-create a adjustable 

body-formed seat and back support. All cra"ed with the quality standard to function at, and 

leading up to the Paralympics in rowing at Tokyo2020.   

THE DISOBEDIENT BODY 

!e term ”disability” are at times misleading as, the ability to perform an activity are 

sometimes due to how the ”world” is poorly designed. For this self experienced reason, the 

term disobedient body (as founded by me and Ebba) is deemed more suitable. !e term 

rather refers to bodily characteristics that all of us embodies but to different extents. For 

example, as we get older, our bodies gradually tends to be more disobedient, or being blind 

is another clear disobedient characteristic. By using this term we hope to empower people 

to be more concerned with inclusive design as in representing and focusing on diversity 

across entire population.  

In this project the disobedience of Ebba’s body mainly referees to the physical aspects from 

her waist down -not functioning in ways it once used to.  

Figure 1 - Photo of Ebba Einarsson holding her rowing oar, Photo: Pär Bäckstrand
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BACKGROUND

As design increasingly breaks away from traditional subject-specific disciplines, it is invited to 

engage in complex contexts in various fields (Westerlund & Wetter-Edman. 2018). Such examples 

are public policy, social innovation and businesses looking to nourish sustainable development, 

considering ecological, social/cultural and economical aspects. !ese fields span across public 

and private sectors as well as being volunteer and non-profit based (Westerlund & Wetter-

Edman. 2018). 

Design is, perhaps more than ever deemed part of the solution in many contexts where traditional 

ways of action have outgrown its potential to perform. Some of them may be contexts in 

particular relations to the UN sustainable development goals, as countries have agreed to enforce 

prosperity for such as reduced inequalities and building sustainable cities and communities. 

Pointed out by these goals’ very existence, we need to profoundly rethink the relations of the 

individual to society and the environment (Westerlund & Wetter-Edman. 2018).  

Design as a traditional praxis have to undergo the process of change since it is deemed part of 

the very problem it is now trying to solve. Unlike today, designers have previously not been paying 

attention to that all design is very much about systems that have consequences on the 

environment, cultures and economics. What has driven this awareness is partly recent 

development in such as design for social innovation and service design (Kimbell. 2017), but also 

theories of design for sustainable development, feminist theory, and posthumanism (Westerlund 

& Wetter-Edman. 2018).  

!is shi" in the ongoing understanding of the role of design and its cultural relevance leads designed 

objects, its matter, meaning and its relations to move design from ”what” of design into ”how” of design, 

and the systemic nature of designing (Engholm 2011). However, design discourse needs to be developed to 

further contribute to sustainable development as design changes through the years. Its foundation rests on 

the influence of the research that is contemporary at the time (Engholm 2011.)   

As design research draws from its juxtaposition of humanistic and scientific knowledge, its power of 

combining fields helps to develop discourses which strengthen design as a practice of research. As an 

example, critical or speculative design lets us be critical about the essential role of objects in our society 

(Martins 2014.).  But what is important as design situates itself in these complex systems is the need of 

increasing awareness of the potential of the actual design work (Westerlund & Wetter-Edman. 2018). In other 

words, how valuable or what impact does the design work actually have. By working peer to peer or on local 

perspectives, the impact of change the design has, might be easier recognised and ”measurable”.  

As in this case, taking on the notions of norm criticality, co-creation and cra", the role of the designer could 

approach problems and innovate differently. It would mean to hands on facilitate systematic change to 

produce real world outcomes that are sustainable since they are co-created by the end-users themselves, 

and be objects that clearly could be recognised for the impact of change that it has. 
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PERSONAL BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION 

I think of sports as a medium, rare in its power to facilitate change.  

To me, sports can transcend almost unbreakable boundaries, start meaningful conversations 

about gender, race, alienation and more. I believe it forms dialogs and reflections we wouldn’t 

have if we didn’t have sports.  

From my own experience sports offers unifying moments between people going across local, 

national and a global arena. I believe sports plays a significant role in building an inclusive 

global, opposing nationalism and stigmatisation of status, polarising people and our 

communities. Ive come to experience that if people with particular bodily needs are o"en 

prohibited to participate in sports due to equipment doesn’t exist to fit their need and/or are 

incredibly expensive, then we all miss out on the opportunity to meet beyond the social 

boundaries we have in society.  

By engaging in cra"ing sports equipment, we are not just able to discover other solutions, but 

also produce equipment that are fitted to our individual bodies and their need. My personal 

conviction is that part of the future of innovation is rooted in our past, merged with digital 

technology. 

Figure 2 - Americans Tommie Smith, center, and John Carlos to the right, raise their gloved fists in a 
human rights protest during their medal ceremony at the Summer Olympics in Mexico City on Oct. 16, 
1968.  (Cosgrove. 2014.)
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AIM, OBJECTIVE & PURPOSE 

!e AIM is to investigate co-creation, norm-criticality and cra"s of sports equipment which is to 

functions for an athlete with particular physical needs within the sports of para-rowing. !e aim 

is also to render and re-engineer processes and concepts of sports equipment as we know them.  

!e PURPOSE of this project is to question the processes of designing for normative, active 

bodies and create opportunities for more inclusive and democratic sports. 

!e OBJECTIVE is to co-create and cra" end-use functional and reflective representation of the 

sports equipment for people excluded from the use of commercial sports equipment. !e intend 

is to utilise norm creative tools, notes of thoughts and hands on making.  

FORMULATION OF QUESTION 

!e project is guided by the question: 

- How can sports equipment be cra!ed to address the particularities of our bodies and its physical 

need? 

    

DELINEATION OF FIELD OF STUDY  

!is work comprises co-creation of sports equipment that has the intent to be used at Paralympics, and 

how such equipment could be made more accessible and bodily concerned. !is project takes a norm 

critical standpoint derived from lived experience. It explores norm creative methods in the context of sports 

which encompasses independent cra!s as a way for an alternative approach to obtain sports equipment. 

!is is a way to question and challenge  aspects of sustainability that is attached to commercial sports 

equipment. As in: critic and question how we culturally consume them, and through that, how we socially 

contributes to an industry not providing equipment which is concerned with the particularities of the bodily 

needs. !is links to be economical factors since not everybody can afford specialised equipment, and the 

competition that drives the market alternatives/segments are arguably low. !is leads to exclusivity and 

difficulties for people wanting to perform sports. 
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THEORETICAL & METHODOLOGICAL 
FRAMEWORK

7

Norms are in other words about the relations between humans, the normative and the marginalised, their 

identities or acts. !e danger of norms is that many times it leads to behaviour and attitudes that we don’t, 

or rarely reflect upon however as we arguably can’t all be or act non-normative, norm criticality is perhaps 

rather to ask what norms do we  as a collective want, need and what norms we would like to change.  

Norm-critic or norm criticality  as a concept can today be found in many fields outside the academic and it 

has also merged into new versions such as norm creativity.  

Norm-creativity or norm-creative innovation is according to Wikberg-Nilsson and Janhke (2018) defined as 

a two step process, starting with norm criticality and furthermore norm creative. In brief terms it begins with 

trying to grasp an understanding by critically analyse social norms in a specific context and how they are 

constructed. !is includes taking on perceptions of which roles and characteristics we value and devalue 

which leads to inequality and social exclusion (Appleton-Dyer and Field, 2014). !e next step in the process 

involves norm-creative design thinking and developing design solutions that then could counteract such 

norms. What is at centre is essentially analysing and challenging the inequalities and social exclusion that 

design has contributed in creating in the first place (Wikberg-Nilsson and Janhke 2018). One way of dealing 

with such issues could be aided with the ”NOVA - tools and methods for norm-creative innovation” by Alves 

et al. (2016), as these are developed based on experiences from both practical projects and research 

projects, and norm-creative innovation has the potential to produce outcomes that are desirable, valuable, 

and satisfying because they are socially sustainable (Wikberg-Nilsson and Janhke 2018). !ese contains 

concrete hands-on tools and methods to achieve norm-creative solutions which is solutions that are 

inclusive, accessible and sustainable (Alves et al. 2016). 

In line with NOVA - tools for norm-creative innovation is Sara Ahmeds (2006) book Queer Phenomenology 

which argues for the importance of the body while discussing our lived world, or ”natural” surrounding. Sara 

emphasises embodied theory which means to anchor theory in real living (lived in) bodies. By including the 

lived experiences of the body in theory, theory does not become something abstract, hence emotions, 

memories, physical body or sensations cannot be disconnected from the body that uses it, it rather means 

to use the lived bodily experience as a theoretical figure. Furthermore, the concept of queering something 

could as an example be seen as:  To ”particularise” the normative body (as opposed to universalising it), to 

see things from different perspectives and to unfold the taken for granted assumptions (Ahmed. 2006).   

If design is seen part of giving people shape, meaning and direction towards our individual and collective 

being in the world, it it also part of creating and building momentum towards social norms and values that 

dictate attitudes, towards gender, body, age ethnicity and more. By utilising norm critical and norm-

creative methods within design, we can flash out and challenge different values, attitudes and beliefs that 

are underlying assumptions that contributes to the design outcomes. We can change what constrains and 

what enables and why. 

NORM-CRITICALITY & NORM-CREATIVITY  

Norm criticism can generally be seen as a perspective where power structures and privileges are 

made visible, both for those people who identifies as belonging within norms and for those who 

identifies with belonging outside norms. It is so that either sides can discover how they are limited by 

such norms (Brade, Engström, Sörensdotter, och Wiktorsson., 2008).  

Norm criticism can be positioned from a categorical and a relational perspective according to 

Persson (2003). Persson (2003) defines the categorical perspective as individuals whose needs is 

categorised mostly from medical science, whereas the relational perspective is defined as individuals 

whose particular needs are a matter of social constructs, and as such, situated within social scientific 

disciplines.  

Trough the relational perspective it is arguably possible to see material worlds merged with social 

worlds, in social science, criticism has even been on the neglection of the social roles materialities 

plays and its impact on social relations and its development (Fahlander, 2008). When it comes to 

materialities and challenging norms in creative ”product development”, the inclusion of both the 

material world and relational perspective is arguably important as it deals with the combination of 

norm criticism, the body, cra" and co-creation of sports equipment. !e importance is somewhat 

strengthen by (Carter et al., 2011; Latour & Hermant, 2009; Murray, 2016) who means that 

materialities are analysed for their acknowledged role as agents for non-humans in creating norms. 

In other words could norms be seen as what we as a collective want it to be as it is imposed upon 

ourselves by ourselves. It is dependent the act, as an inwards thinking or as a outwards physical act 

since what we do form’s us as individuals, and If repeated, it gets normalised behaviour which writes 

the rules of our collective agreements. Norms are in other words about the relations between 

humans, the normative and the marginalised, their identities or acts. !e danger of norms is that 

many times it leads to behaviour and attitudes that we don’t, or rarely reflect upon, however, as we 

arguably can’t all be or act non-normative, norm criticality is perhaps rather to ask what norms do 

we  as a collective want, need and what norms we would like to change.  

Norm-critic or norm criticality  as a concept can today be found in many fields outside the academic 

and it has also merged into new versions such as norm creativity. 

Norms could be seen as what we as a collective want it to be as it is imposed upon ourselves by 

ourselves. It is dependent the act, as an inwards thinking or as a outwards physical act since what we 

do form’s us as individuals, and If repeated, it gets normalised behaviour which writes the rules of our 

collective agreements. 



CO-CREATION  

As defined by Simonsen and Robertson (2012), Participatory design or co-creation is essentially 

about involving the end-users in the co-design of the technologies or designed-objects they use. 

In other words, its core it is about how collaborative design processes is formed by the people that 

the design affects. Co-design is a way of working with design that closely involve users or 

practitioners. Reviewing problems, systems or structures and making analysis through workshops, 

interviews or observation. !e designer positions oneself as a facilitator of innovation or change 

rather then designing from an elevated position.  

Participatory design or co-creation engages in public spheres and everyday life. According to 

Björgvinsson, Ehn and Hillgren (2012) It has shi"ed, participatory design is not only being work-

oriented productive activities, but to also being part in a recreational and ”for fun” engagements 

which has even meant a new context for production and innovation. And as ”democratic 

innovation” has been in the hands of, and dictated by management and innovation research, it 

has also painted the picture that innovation has been democratised through access to production 

tools and lead-users as the new experts driving innovation. However, the researchers, 

Björgvinsson, Ehn and Hillgren (2012) outlines an alternative approach to innovation practise. It 

takes on a bottoms-up collaborations, designing for social innovation. although, design for social 

innovation is a perspective on innovation which can be products and services just like any 

innovation, but it may also be a principle, an idea, or a piece of legislation, a social movement, an 

intervention, or combinations. What is found at the center of it is its reflection on meeting social 

needs and create social relations (Björgvinsson, Ehn and Hillgren 2012). As Dantec and Disalvo 

(2013) explains, design for social innovation encompasses social and material dependencies with 

commitments of the people involved. those whose futures are affected, should actively participate 

in the design process if we wish to design with, rather then for people. In this perspective, design is 

no longer just a tool for the development of functional innovative consumer products, but is 

increasingly seen as a process for radical change in developing services, systems and 

environments which support more sustainable lifestyles and consumption habit  

Linked with co-creation Ann !orpe (2007) means that communication is one of the pillars of 

social sustainability, paying attention to affection, understanding and participation. 

Communication is directly linked to the creation of affiliation and promotes interaction. Not only 

involving the user but also demonstrating the importance of its impact creates a connection in the 

creation process that can be developed against a unique collaboration with potential to create 

change.  

CRAFTING AS EXPLORATION AND PHYSICAL MANIFESTATION 

!e ”academization” of traditional practiced based fields has steer design to formulate itself as an academic 

discipline in theoretical terms (Redström. 2017). Johan Redström, the author of ”Making design theory” 

suggests that theory development in design research also should be driven by practice, experimentation, and 

making.  

Johan argues that rather than position theory from the ”outside” and just as design research enacts in 

making different things, theory could be one of the things it is making. Rather than seeing theory as 

something stable and constant, we should perceive it as something unfolding, something that is acted as 

much as articulated and transitional. !at is, by making a chair as an example, we make definitions that are 

not limited to be expressed in words,  it is the act of making per se and the act of its outcome such as the act 

of chair-making and act of formulating sitting for other people. From this perspectives the process of cra"ing 

sports equipment, theory development in the design research could arguably be seen both from the 

perspectives of the  actual making and the outcome of that, what it means and what role it plays.   

Redström (2017) also argues that even though we are leaving perspectives of makers ”make” and theorists 

”theorise,” design research is still very committed to either practises of making or having conceptual and 

discursive approaches to design. !erefore there is reason to question if that sort of separations holds up in 

times of emerging (new) forms of design and research (Redström 2017). Johan continues to explain that, one 

key characteristic of design and what it seems to thrive on, is basing its existence on the complexities that 

emerge from dichotomies, the in-between of such as art and science, form and function, cra" and industrial 

production. Opposition to (academically) commit to theory or practice, art or science etc. Johan describes it 

as the space between the particular and the general (or universal), ranging from what a design is, to what 

designing is. Design research could rather than be perceived (and distributed) as black or white commit to be 

complex and colorful, as designers today work on organisational structures and social problems, on 

interaction, service and experience design, problems that hold complex social and political issues (Redström. 

2017). Moving from and beyond limiting definitions, we may fundamentally redefine what things are to us, 

what role it plays. Within this thesis it seems reasonable to open up, and engage in ”making theory” as 

cra"ing the sports equipment could potentially lead to insights found in actual making as it searches to make 

a norm-creative innovation. 
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However products (such as sports equipment) that as a user-centric innovation offers a great advantage and 

empowering solution as opposed to manufacturing-centred innovation (Von Hippel, 2005). End-users that 

innovate can develop precisely what they need, rather than relying on manufacturers to act as their agents. 

!is is not something that in its essence is revolutionary in itself, since people been innovating for themselves 

in the mainstay of commerce for hundreds of years, but the possibility for democratisation of high-

performance could be seen in the continuing advances in computing technologies (Von Hippel, 2005).   

Increasingly the last decade, designers have been turning to rediscover the cra"s brought by the digital 

revolution. Malcolm McCullough’s book published in 1996 was groundbreaking within this field. He’s book 

”Abstracting Cra!: "e Practiced Digital Hand” he set out to open up the definition of cra!, in order to find a 

place for digital technology within it.  Malcom said: “Cra" is neither the design nor the individual artifact: it is 

the tradition of the very production. It is the presence of many objects identical in their conception, and 

interchangeable in their use, but unique in their execution. An example of this could be seen in the Dutch 

designer, Dirk Vander Kooij work (Kries 2015). As dirk selvaged an old industri al robot arm and turned it into a 

large scale 3d printer, the arm is endlessly adjusted and improved, he operates it like a traditional cra"sman.    

In dirks process of producing chairs, there is no clear distinction between the pre-production prototype and 

the final. !is is similar to mass-produced object such as we see in industrial production. But in dirks process 

every chair produced is a prototype for the next. Hence, it is more alike the logics of cra" production.  

!is type of iterative model combining both cra" and technology opposes the classical ”closed doors” 

product design for industry, yet resembles the making process that for centuries been at the core of cra" 

manufacturing. Furthermore, it also opens up to public -opensource development of products (Kries 2015).  
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TOOLS FOR DESIGN INVESTIGATION

METHOD 1 - CO-CREATION & NORM CREATIVE INNOVATION 

!is method is used to co-create an understanding of the specific needs which concerns the 
sports equipment. It does so by use the NOVA - Tools and methods for norm-creative 
innovation. !is way of norm-creative work could be described as the understanding through 
experience. In order to understand someone’s situation, it is not attained by second-hand 
study information, such as quantitive studies, surveys or statistics. Instead, it is about 
developing knowledge which is based on sensory experience, retrieving an understanding, and 
intimately experience the individual's situation. It is about involving body and emotional life in 
the process (Alves et al. 2016). !is is in line with Sara Ahmed (2006) which means that instead 
of seeing theory as something abstract, the idea of figurations (embodied theory) is to anchor 
theory in real, lived in bodies. In practise it means that me and my co-creator Ebba engage in 
conversations through such as walks, dinner, sporting together and ”swapping places,” all of 
which are to our aid building an understanding. !ese are also concrete tools and hands-on 
methods to achieve norm-creative solutions that are inclusive, accessible and sustainable. 
!rough this knowledge we iterate to map out the what, how and why and such as materials, 
form and compatibility.   

To further process my experience, i compress the information, my emotions and inner thoughts 
i took notes of them (appendix - thoughts of sorts), which is written do further try to capture 
such as essences of moments, new thoughts or qualities that derives usually derives from the 
unspoken of the moment.

METHOD 2 - CRAFTING AS EXPLORATION & PHYSICAL MANIFESTATION 

In the pursuit to convert the understanding of the body and its need into tangible sport 
equipment, this method could be described as the hands on exploration of cra"ing including 
the use of digital or computational fabrication tools.  

Drawing inspiration from Johan Redströms (2017) book ”Making Design "eory”,  the idea 
holds the somewhat basic principle, which is to mainly to engage in the making in order to 
understand and develop knowledge. As in the book, the philosophy of this method is driven 
by practise, experimentation and making design research with the concept of not theorise 
from the outside, but rather situating it from within. Redström suggests that we think of 
theory as something unfolding or acted and fluid rather than something stable or constant. 
In practise, this means engage in hands on making in an iterative. It means evaluating 
along the way hanging on to a trial and error mentality developing the knowledge and 
project along the way.  
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According to Engström (2002), sports reflects the values and norms of a society which children 

later incorporate into their adult lives. As swedes consume sports and outdoor activity more than 

ever before. More than 4,5 million of the population are members of sports or an outdoor 

association.(Danielsson. 2012). One fi"h of the people in the age 16-29 with disabilities in Sweden 

never do any form of physical exercise. !at is twice as many more as others in the same age 

group according to statistics from SCB (the governmental agency, Statistics Sweden) (Pihlblad 

2017). What is more concerning in those statistics is namely the obstacles beyond the disabilities 

according to Lars Kristén, a researcher at the Halmstad University. Lars points to, that implying 

the inactivity on the disabilities would only be very comfortable to do. It is just to simple according 

to science, and it is rather a matter of the lack of knowledge and recourses. Lars suggest that we 

should be more engaged in the cause to why and what causes the inactivity rather then being 

acceptant to the fact that these people are disabled. Lars further explains that our innate ability 

to physical exercise is universal and having a disability per see won’t discourage people the be 

active. In other words, having a disability are not an obstacle or the reason that this group are 

more inactive. !e materialities such as inaccessibility to sports equipment is arguably part of the 

problem (Pihlblad 2017). !ese underlying assumptions that Lars mentions is something i hope to 

help challenge with this project. 

I believe that if the industrial era was about designing for the masses, the post industrial era 

should be more about the masses capturing the opportunities, as to design and regain ability to 

formulate their lives and their environments.  And if mass production has taken away the 

mentality to co-create, the role of the designer as a facilitator should be to bring it back to the 

table. 
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DESIGN PROJECT
THE PROCESS  

!e process has its beginning in the lived experiences and the troublesome matter of performing 

sports due to the lack of accessible (adaptive) equipment. As my collaborator and co-creator 

Ebba (see figure nr. 1) lost her physical function from her waist down two years ago (2017), the 

reality of exclusion to continue sports has been difficult mainly as there hasn't been equipment to 

fit her bodily need. 

In this section i will portray the process of how we co-created and cra"ed a norm creative 

innovation to fit Ebbas body and its particularities to function towards and at the Tokyo 

Paralympics 2020.  

!e process of this pragmatic approach to sports equipment is divided into the following four 

sections, all of which transcends back and forth in-between each other. An overview can be seen 

in figure - 13 in the appendix. 

1. FRAMING & UNDERSTANDING (METHOD 1) 

In this first stage the co-creation starts with analysing the social norms in the given context of 

Ebba’s ”sportsship”. As listening, collecting, and mapping out the norm criticality through Ebba's 

lived experiences as stories we started to build a common understanding. !is understanding was 

set to initially identify her bodily need, what’s important and the ”pressure points”, as to clearly 

see what it is that we want to change and create as in where we want to go, what do we value 

and devalue and more. Once the summarising of the initial findings was done, it was then re-

checked with Ebba to gain a clear common picture of the WHY and WHAT we want to do.  

Furthermore, we moved forward into discussing HOW we should get there and mapping it out 

(see figure 3). It included discussing such as timeframe, resources, what could bring people 

together, and what tools we could utilise to explore, rethink and counteract the norms and what 

we are critiquing. From a bigger perspective but still somewhat at its centre, the ”how” were also 

efforts to make space for analysing along the process of how we are challenging the inequalities 

and social exclusion that design has contributed in creating in the first place. 

Cost of equipment. availability of equipment. lack of funding from gov. and 
sports federations. Nothing to lend. Expensive equipment that isn’t 
working well in terms of function and aesthetics. Trouble with quality, even 
if they are expensive. Custom made by company is beyond reach. Cannot 
travel with it.

MethodsCollecting 

”Points/
keywords”

WHAT

Critique

Materials 
& other

Future 
scenarios

WHY

Stories

Pressure 
points

RE 
CHECK!

Equipment that functions well. adjustable equipment. Made to fit the 
particularities of the body. Community based making, strengthening and 
nourishing community’s itself. shared equipment. Not letting industry 
dictate who can perform sports.

Critiquing system. sports companies norm criticality. equality. 
inclusiveness. Made from carbon fiber mainly for the stiffness and not 
necessarily for the weight. Ergonomics must be good to reduce pressure 
wounds and deliver power through the stroke.   

Cost of the equipment. Small market segment. Poor functionality and 
quality. Doesn’t fit the need. Compatibility/adjustable. Able to travel/
bringing it with it to competitions and training camps. 

Iterations

Cra"

Evaluating 
outcome

HOWMethodsCollecting 

Rethinking/
Fantasise

implementati
ons

Explore 
Making

Tokyo 
Paralympics

Expression
Figure 3 - Illustration of  mappings, framing and understanding How, What 
and why
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2. TOOLS AND METHODS FOR NORM CREATIVE INNOVATION (METHOD 1) 

In the further pursue for understanding we focused at norm-creative design thinking and 

developing design solution that then could counteract such norms outlined/found in the 

previous section. !e use of ”NOVA - tools and methods for norm-creative innovation” played a 

key role in that, as norm-creative innovation has the potential to produce outcomes that are 

desirable, valuable, and satisfying as they are socially sustainable (Wikberg-Nilsson and 

Janhke 2018). !e exploration of these tools and methods was justified with the motivation to 

reach a (norm creative) innovation that probably couldn’t have arisen with a limited 

understanding. We wanted to open up for the possibility that a good method of production, 

which i cover in the next section -is not enough, it requires knowledge, lived experience and a 

perspective that no method can comprehend to capture.    

As the tools and methods consists of 54 cards to be used as a social and interactive process, 

only around twelve of them was eventually picked by us and discussed as they seemed most 

relevant for us and the project.  Briefly explained, as the title suggests the cards could be 

divided into working as both tools and methods. !e tools are divided into four categories 

functioning to describe important ingredients in norm-creative process. !ey where used more 

generally as building awareness and being conversation starters. !ey where discussed while 

taking a walk, fika and doing sports together. !ese four categories where as following: 

• Norms - Explains how norms limits us in terms of products, services and environments 

• Tactics - Describe work methods for achieving norm-creative solution 

• Role models - Presents examples of norm-creative innovation 

• Experiments - Provides examples of different shapes and forms of expression from the same 

product category 

!e methods are also divided into four categories, they worked more as hands on for building a 

solid foundation for norm-creative innovation. !ey where mainly used to self-experience in 

such as switching roles, situating myself in Ebba's position. !ese four categories where as 

following: 

• Challenge - Norm-critical methods for analysing and challenging norms and values. 

• Explore - Norm-critical and norm-creative for analysing problems and contexts 

• Experience - Norm-creative methods for developing a deeper understanding of context. 

• Shape - Norm-creative methods that supports the development of prototypes and solutions. 

!ese tools and methods where used to create a space where we could discuss and experience 

new perspectives. It contributed to revealing issues and an understanding, spanning between 

emotional frictions to mechanical and functional related issues. 

In addition, i also took personal notes written in the form of thoughts. !is was to simply deal 

with the emotional difficult nature of this project, but also to find ways of compress the 

information from our meetings. 

Figure 4 - NOVA - tools and methods for norm-creative innovation.

Figure 5 - Picture of me, positioning myself in Ebba’s place as a way for deeper understanding of 
the context, a method suggested by the NOVA - tools and methods for norm-creative innovation 
(also seen in figure 4)
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3. CRAFTING AS EXPLORATION & PHYSICAL MANIFESTATION 
!e cra"ing was used to convert the findings from others methods but also to gain new insight 

on how to address Ebba's bodily particularities and needs from actually making itself. !is 

relationship with hands and mind in motion constantly added to new discussions and change at 

a micro or medium extents. As the iterations came to play a central role in the process it was also 

due to Ebba’s body where changing in terms of gaining new strength and flexibility, the design 

constantly needed to be revised for more adjustability and adaptability before we found what 

we where looking for. !e process are outlined in picture as a linear was in reality very much a 

iterative process going back and forth between ”steps.”   

Ebba’s old flat rowing seat with back-support mounted on rowing machine (upper le" picture) 
and in rowing boat. !is model only came as a ”unifit/size fits all - spanning for lightweights at 
around 45 kg - to people weighing over 100 kg being 2m tall. 

Final moulds, post-processed and 
with release agents

Carbon fiber layup about to 
be vacuum infused with high 
performance resin from PRO-
SET 

First layers done, excess 
carbon fiber is trimmed 
down

Shaping and sanding down edges NOMEX honeycomb is 
applied as a ”sandwich” 
construction to save weight 
and make it strong

Top layers of carbon fiber was 
applied as a wet-layup.

Old ”bean-bag” converted into vacuum 
bag. By putting Ebba on the bag, vacuum 
was drawn out and a cast was made

!e bag was then 3D-
scanned with a in-depth 
sensor from a smartphone

3D printed iterations was then made 
to work out perfect size, fit and 
function for both seat and back 
support

When we found what we where looking for, 
final moulds were made for seat and back 
support

In the exploration, digital fabrication tools such as 3d printing and 3d modelling was used in 

combination with manual tools. It was motivated to achieve precision as it crucial for the power 

drive in a rowing-stroke, as well as aiding with the balance and ergonomic issues. It is also great 

to have it digital as for future use. Working with digital computational simulations such as ”stress 

tests” and motion. In brief terms, by 3d scanning Ebba's body, digital models could be 3d printed 

and iterated in the real context (in the boat and on rowing machine) to find form, fit, 

functionality in the adjustability. Different ways of shipping and travelling with was also an 

important criteria.      

Figure 6 - Outlined process pictures of the cra"ing of Ebba’s Paralympic rowing seat and 
backsupport.
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!e scan was imported into 3D 
so"ware and early prototypes 
was explored and iterated in the 
so"ware: fusion 360



Figure 7 - Further process pictures of the final carbon fibre prototype. Test of fittings 
and height adjustments with the help of Ebba's father Johan. 
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Figure 8 - Ebba out on the water for  final evalutions of the prototype. 
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RESULTS & ANALYSES

FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS 

As a result, the final design functions well and with good results, the back support came to be adjustable in 

four axis points which opens up for further adaptability as Ebba will increasingly get stronger. !e weight 

compared to the old seat/backrest a weight reduction was made by around 70%. !e sports equipment 

consists of three components. !ey reflect the need to be highly adjustable but also easy to transport in a 

carry-on bag on such as flights or other forms of travel.   

THE DESIGN PROCESS  

Driving this project through to methodology of co-creation, norm-criticality and cra"s has overall worked well 

and with positive, satisfactory outcome. !e reasons for this are thought to be found in the following: 

!e co-creation has, as defined by Simonsen and Robertson (2012) been heavily involving Ebba throughout 

the hole process of the designed sports equipment. By collecting, mapping and creating key-points/words of 

the project, it led to a constant overview of the scope of project. !is mutual understanding also meant 

flexibility to change over time as the mappings where from time to time re-visited, causing it to stay fruitful 

and foreseeable as it naturally developed in its complexity and time. Regarding compressing thoughts and 

feelings in note-format, the method was at best useful in order to not feel overloaded, as the project dealt 

with emotional stories and difficulties of different sorts. 

!e suggested notions, with the partly established tools and methods of designing was introduced by me as 

the facilitator of the project. Ebba which the design ultimately affects, was rather allowed to be the expert as 

nobody arguably knows better in terms of what was needed. My role, as mentioned was rather to make that 

knowledge aware and to brought to surface through the project. !is way of the designer positioning oneself 

as a facilitator of innovation rather than designing from an elevated position (Simonsen and Robertson. 2012) 

played a big part in the mutual satisfactory results. However, by doing so, it was likely more time-consuming 

and difficult but on the contrary necessary, as it is arguably challenging conventional ways of designing which 

had led to the problematic situation for Ebba in the first place. Another important aspect as the facilitator 

was to be responsive to the discussions and connecting dots and ask questions. To thoughtfully do so, the 

explorations of perspectives and context brought by the ”Nova-toolkit” (Alves et al. 2016) was certainly 

helpful. Many insights, questions and discussions that emerged from that probably wouldn’t have done so 

without the use of the ”toolkit”. Ultimately, being norm-critical and using methods which is developed based 

on experiences from both practical and research projects was in this case useful. It is deemed too have had a 

larger impact on making Ebbas equipment inclusive, accessible and sustainable.  

!is gave new key insights on what it means to design. As, in order to create something new and different,  

from a norm-critical standpoint, it requires an understanding of what the body and its context need. !is 

may appear to sound simple but in reality it was a difficult process the ability to do so were are at the 

beginning limited simply because it was based on my previous experience and perception of the world. I 

come to realise that its not possible to fully understand, but it is possible to at least do so to make a 

difference.  

!e cra"ing process allowed to eventually realise sports equipment on the Paralympic level that Ebba 

needed. By working in-between the intersection of manual and computational making, ideas and precision 

of them could be iterated to achieve final end-user parts which was concerned with Ebba’s body and needs. 

By only using fairly accessible tools on a very slim budget, the results reject the assumptions that high 

performance parts always have to be equal to high costs and without the possibility to be concerned with the 

individual body. It rather revitalises principles of sustainable production which reimagines material processes 

for creating a more accessible and inclusive innovation. And by connecting materials with manufacturing 

from a bottom up initiative, it furthermore allows to act as a physical manifestation to question distribution 

and consumption of sports equipment as we know them. !is is in line with Von Hippel, (2005) that argues for 

end-users that innovate can develop precisely what they need, rather than relying on manufacturers to act 

as their agents thanks to democratic advances of technology. !is approach of user-centric innovation rather 

then manufacturing-centred innovation, offers in this case an empowering solution for Ebba.  
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EXHIBITION  

!e transformation of the final results into an exhibition context was focused around trying to 

make the involved notions felt and briefly understood by its viewers. As I argue for norm criticality, 

cra" and co-creation of sports equipment, I intended to create a space to render how we usually 

think and take for granted that all sports equipment are bodily accessible to everyone. It was also 

meant to equal measures show that working with the involved notions as ways of designing; the 

outcome resulted in an actual change, functioning in a real-life context, which can empower people 

and communities in the realm of sports at the highest demanding level.   

As spatially interpreting and contextualising the final result, the concept of "spatial perception" 

was a crucial element in making the display. By addressing the physical reality that affects our 

experience it aims to make the composition of the display affective, evoking emotions and to be" 

readable" or understood. !e idea could briefly be described as creating an awareness of object's 

geometric properties such as size, shape, volume and orientation, but also closely link it with the 

relationship the objects have to the viewer. In other words make it a matter of how a person is able 

to move in the room and consider an object from different angles since that is a crucial condition to 

obtain good spatial perception (Farné. 1974). With that in mind and given the nature of the design 

work, inclusivity towards interaction was given certain attention towards people with disobedient 

bodies. In practical terms, it meant that the display was brought down to the height which is 

concerned with the many, especially people in wheelchairs. It was also made sure that people could 

move 360 degrees around the display. As seeing and feeling beings our surrounding world 

constantly provides us with impressions, but working with the light we can dictate what and how 

something is being perceived. As light also affects our spatial perception, working distinctively 

between vision and perception -the difference to make things visible and provide influence of 

everything that is visible is also crucial. !e role of lighting was, therefore, to thoughtfully reveal, 

subdue and enhance the appearance of what is being communicated. !rough experimentation, 

three-dimensional lighting hierarchy was briefly set as following. (1) Ambient luminescence 

consisting of mainly daylight making things generally visible (2) !e focal point where directed at 

the poster (Ebba) and the artefacts, giving directions where to look, as the eye is drawn to the 

brightest point in our sighting field (Liljefors, A., Ejhed, J. 1990). (3) !e play of brilliance and 

enhancing light was dynamic colour reflections from the diachronic glass sheet used as a base 

plate. !e purpose of the diachronic glass film was also used as visually create affective 

appearance,  but also function as an abstract effect of water and comment on being" transfixed by 

matter” in a double sentence. 

Figure 9 - !e exhibition stand
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As a way of introducing the notion of co-creation, I decided that the best possible way of doing so 

was to have a powerful image of the end-user and co-creator, Ebba herself. By portraying the 

image of her and her disobedient body, people could relate to the scope of work more genuinely. 

!is poster was purposefully hung at a height which was aimed to give the sense of ”meeting her 

eye to eye.”  As introducing norm-criticality, I choose to make different abstract disobedient body-

figurines that hold up the artefacts. !eir different shapes, colors, and sizes is a comment on 

many types of different disobedient bodies that people embody. Lastly, as the project was also 

driven by a cra" practice, I felt that introduction for that would be more le" alone by letting the 

artefacts ”speak for itself,” and there were no justified reasons to push it any further, adding 

something extra other than having it in the text. !e exhibition text was written from the 

perspectives of ”what how and why” which was mainly to give a better scope of the work that 

communicates the change and the sustainability aspects of the project. !e text, the poster, the 

artefacts, and the ”in action” pictures of Ebba rowing, are all components while seen together, 

hand the viewer a clear overview of the project. 

!e most interesting but also challenging part of working with the exhibition was the opportunity 

to engage artistically. Working on composing yet communicate the complexities, yet in a simple 

format trying to touch people. It required a fair deal of experimentation with colour, shape, and 

light. !is details are important to me since I feel that engaging in artistic thinking while 

communicating the change we wish to create makes a difference. I see it as one of our biggest 

challenges today as we o"en feel untouched by the problems of others. !e artists Olafur 

Eliasson (2016) says: ”art does not show people what to do, yet engaging with a good work of art 

can connect us to our senses, body, and mind.” It can make the world felt, and the felt feeling may 

spur thinking, engagement, and even action, art helps us identify with one another and expand 

our notion of we - from the local to the global. A good art or design work can transport us to a 

”new place,” which is, strongly derived from a physical experience in our bodies. We become 

aware of a feeling that may not be unfamiliar to us but which we did not actively focus on before. 

!is transformative experience is what we should be constantly seeking when working with 

exhibition like this, i believe such immeasurable qualities is what gives ideas it richness and further 

power in its change-making. 

Figure 12 - 3d models of abstract disobedient body-figurines which was 3d printed as 
support structure of the exhibition.

Figure 11 - Picture of the sports equipment put in the exhibition catalogue.  

Figure 10 - Exhibition description
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SUMMARISING THE PROJECT  

!is design thesis presents a norm-creative innovation in the form of a Paralympic rowing 

seat. It derives from a norm-critical standpoint and investigates how sports equipment 

could be more concerned with our particular bodies and its specific needs. It does so by 

presenting tools and methods for co-creating ways of framing an understanding, and 

furthermore explore manual cra"s and digital technology as principles of the making.  

!e outcome shows great potential in its demanding context of Parasports and will be 

further developed to reach more people and formulating sustainable change.  

!e project has resulted in thoughts, insights and new questions related to disobedient 

bodies and sports equipment. One of the things that has been significant is how practical 

and theoretical knowledge can be connected in creating a ”space” to (un)make and render 

the image of sports equipment. By dealing with such complexities I have learned ways to 

better understand the ”world”, and simultaneously create opportunities  to change it. My 

role as a designer encompasses the formulation of sports equipment, but also to see its 

relation to a wider societal context. What we make and how it is perceived and produced 

has an impact on our world. For this reason, the disobedience in this project came also to 

portray that it is not only what to design, but more to think of how to design, and to be 

disobedient to the systematic nature of designing which created the problems in the first 

place. We cannot innovate unless we are critical and curious, but dealing with such 

transdisciplinary design fields and complex contexts we need to design with vulnerability.  I 

think that we o"en don’t act, simply because we don’t know what to do, and what I've come 

to learn is that we sometimes need to fail and try again as a process to achieve change.   

  

My process has led me to question what my design eventually brings to the world. I state 

that if we want to engage in sustainable sports equipment, the notions of co-creation, 

norm-criticality and cra"s have good potential in formulating inclusive and accessible 

outcomes that are both desirable, valuable and satisfying. And through it, we may 

continuously question the processes of designing for normative, active bodies and create 

opportunities for more inclusive and democratic sports, aiming to render and re-engineer 

sports equipment as we know them.  

SUMMARY & DISCUSSION

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 

!e project has opened several doors for further development from different perspectives. 

A company called TeXtreme has offered to sponsor the project’s further development with 

composite materials, calculation and simulations. !ey have also shown interest in being a 

composite partner as they work with advanced carbon reinforcement technologies. !e 

benefits working with TeXtreme would also open the possibility to work with other sustainable 

materials such as natural fibres with very similar process.  

As more requests of similar types of sports equipment has starting to emerge from other 

athletes, I plan to get official and start a business in order to reach out to more people. As 

being suggested by other people, i will also create awareness through sports organisations 

and sports communities as a good start to up-scale the ability to create change. One of my 

biggest concern at the moment are, as pursuing such development, a studio/workspace 

would be required.  

Another suggested approach could be to apply for PhD or funding to continue the work with 

disobedient bodies and sports equipment. 
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Figure 13 - Overview of methods
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”Keys on kitchen table” 

I am the key-maker. I cra! tools to open and close doors. Some words locked itself in my 

amygdala; it has become a kaleidoscopic dream. It presents instructions for responsible use of 

the vessels we embody. As those words sinter away one by one I find myself staring at its 

imprints. I realise: You are the key-maker. You cra! tools to open and close doors. 

APPENDIX
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”Keys on kitchen table” 

I am the key-maker. I cra! tools to open and close doors. Some words locked itself in my amygdala; it has become 

a kaleidoscopic dream. It presents instructions for responsible use of the vessels we embody. As those words sinter 

away one by one I find myself staring at its imprints. I realise: You are the key-maker. You cra! tools to open and 

close doors. 

”What they told me” 

I pictured the word ”care” as physically different. But as it stares at me with those aggressive eyes it lets me 

know what i means to care. I don’t seem to have the patience, navigating in-between what people say is possible or 

not. Who are wrong, Is there a right?  Care just seems to ve found in unexpected ways.  

”unexpected event” 

I thought i would end up with something else.   

”Lay it out” 

It is a resistance, a constant opposition. It is gravity. 

Your body. 

My thesis.  

Our problem 

”Talk it out” 

From Prosecco to cava-apperol, what do you miss the most? 

Felt feeling of being strong.  

Dum fråga, Allting är förlåtet, hon ler genom gråten.

THOUGHTS OF SORTS

”The world” 
Sports could be the world to turn to when night changes to a vantablack. 

It can teach us how to live a new life regardless of context. 

”Rough waters” 
You say that your body was just something you got to borrow. I argued against it but i 

felt that you were right. 

”The father” 
I havent seen anything like that, but all i could think about was is something i never had. 

”Adjustments” 
It only means, whatever it is, we will try our best to work it out. 

”Messages” 
-jag har börjat få spasmer i benen? 

-vad tänker du dig? 
-jag vet inte.. 

”Co-creation” 
Form takes its place. You say up, i think down. We high five under the water effortless. 

”momentum” 
Its not about speed, its about making it a part of you. Thats how we should think. 

”Lost” 
The legs was a relationship changed over night, over time. over sight. it is continuous. Be 

superstitious But it can always change for the better along with weather. It rains 
outside. 

”Ideal world” 
What if sports could be the introduction to an ideal world? 

”Projectperspective” 
It’s like swiming upside down. Whatever that means. 

”The mentality” 
It is not the series of breakdowns, but rather the space in-between. 

”The wanting” 
She said when we want something that bad, it sometimes breaks. I have to learn so many 

new things. 

”The becoming” 
II spend our time trying to become you. But im not that great nor beautiful. We can 

switch places but i cant do what you do. 

”The unknown” 
I dont understand it, but i feel it. Ive been here before. 

”Walk on the beach” 
This is how you understand a problem. 

This is how you see it.  
This is the words you never said 

This is the inbetween’s 

”Processing” 
Drink coffee, take long showers 

”True belonging” 
Its about belonging to yourself first 

”New mirror” 
It is spring and you render my perspectives on happiness. By next year ive forgotten how 

priviliged i am. 

”Like everyone else” 
We try so hard to fit in, i forgett that its not what we want 

”On the road” 
On the plane, on the bus, on the train, on the boat. What is the best worst way to travel 

with it? 

”Variations” 
Variations of the normal is not normal 

”just a day” 
What do they know about something this dark. 

Creativity and innovation  
Choose curage over comfort 

Show up - come off the blocks - be brave 
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